
@revisesqe

"                     Excellent SQE1 resource!As a non-law grad, this book literally teaches metort law - the foundational concepts that I need tounderstand and the level of detail required for theSQE1 exam. Very well structured, with at least 5questions to assess knowledge after every chapter -this is fantastic"

"                   SUBERB SQE1 textbook!The questions after every chapter really help meconsolidate the knowledge taught in thetextbook. Very easy to comprehend theinformation thanks to how the topics andchapters are structured. They really thoughtabout this series from a learner's perspective."

"I don't find @xxxx black letter

content easy to read and understand as

I have to google terms or definitions

for some words but the guide from

@revisesqe is easy to understand and

tells you the key terms "

"Started with the Legal Systemmaterial and it has been a wonderfulread so far. Will be getting others asap
"

@ayokunleseg_n

Here's what students are saying!

@diaryofsqestudent 

@lees.liam

"                   very easy to understand and

follow! Constitutional law is not that easy to

comprehend at first, but this textbook makes it

so much easier! The layout structure of the

material is excellent. I really enjoy the general

'flow' because it just seems so logical.

Everything in the SQE1 exam syllabus is

covered in the textbook"

"       
         

 clearly written and concise"

"       
         

  awesome SQE1 series!"

@lees.liam



"I think students will find the clear layout very helpful, in particular introducing each

topic with directing students to what they may already know, breaking each topic down,

including examples and SQE style questions, and lists of relevant law to learn. The use of

clear tables also makes some of the detailed information which students will have to learn

less daunting.
 

The clear SQE focus, with the feeling that the books are freshly written and compiled,

rather than pulled together from existing material, is also a strong point for me."

I am very pleased with how condensed the SQE revision books are. They read reallywell as they are clear and straight to the point.I love the tables which set out the key principles, case law and revision points. Theyhave summarised sections such as ‘revision tip’, and ‘must know’ etc; this breaks up thegeneral text and keeps you focused on the key points throughout revising – perfect forunderstanding the breadth of information required for the course.I referred to their ‘study tips’ on their website and I am also impressed with theirsummary flow chart on the best practice to revise for the SQE – which is also referredto at the beginning of each study book!Overall, I would say that they definitely differ to a general law text book, they read thelaw in its practical sense and nature, as opposite to academic style. Therefore, I woulddefinitely recommend these books to someone who is wanting to study the SQE. 

Other reviews...

"I am so grateful for the multiple choicequestions. It has really filled a gap in my coursesso now I can offer a fuller training package.."
Sofia Parastatidou 
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